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Phenotypology
Curated by Maureen McQuillan
April 17 through June 25, 1999

Phenotype--the visual, physical, and

behavioral characteristics of an organism.
(Webster's)

In Phenotypology, the culture of science,
scientific method, and the elusive nature of »
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representation are examined from the viewpoint of each artist. The usual roles here become

reversed: science is the living organism under observation, and the artists are the labworkers

attempting to map its characteristics as it grows and transforms.
'

Art and science are seen to share many characteristics at this point in time as we near the

millennium. Science is newly described as "a culture under construction." a definition

transformed from "the possession of knowledge" to something approaching a dark continent

of growth and change. Certainty has been replaced by doubt, and in this environment,

information is recognized as unstable. Fantasy and

hallucination can spark the next scientific discovery, and

new models for imagination such as the loop, the web, and ,_,_  
A

the virus have infiltrated the artist's studio, furthering the . t

cross-pollinations between art and science.

In Phenotypology, the operations of the scientific
'
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laboratory are compared with those of the artist's studio:

in both, work is produced under economic, social, and

political conditions which affect and determine how the ~ ~
-

work is seen by the public. It has been said that the

laboratory is a "producer of inscriptions" which require
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interpretation in order to construct meaning-reminiscent
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of the way art is created and viewed. Both maintain an »
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uneasy relationship with power where the struggle over val-  *if 
~>¥<ues (such as purity and objectivity versus hybridity and sub-
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jectivrty) remains constant. Art and science face similar lim-
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itations, but it is the transformative nature of both which
'

Phenotypology examines through the work of these artists.
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Phenotypology features work by: Karen Arm, David Arnold, Dove Bradshaw,

Joseph Bergel, Leona Christie, Amanda Church, Daniella Dooling,
Robin Dru Germany, Gregory Green, Theresa Hackett, Kara Hammond,

Michael Henderson, Eve Andrée Laramée, Nancy Lorenz, Sharon Louden,

David Mann, John Morris, Ray Rapp, Kelly Richardson, Christopher Sauter,

Karen Shaw, Carol Szymanski, and Catherine Wagner.
Guest-curator and artist Maureen McQuillan's work has recently _been presented at

Sherry Frumkin Gallery in Los Angeles, The Islip Art Museum, and The Workspace in NYC.

She will have a solo exhibition at James Graham & Sons in NYC in May.

In the Project Room: A
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Syracuse-based artist Marion Wilson will  zg, 
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present work developed during her residency _ _ p   ;~ .
at the International Studio Program (ISP) in ,   ,
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New York City. For the past three years, with
'

the support of the New York State Council on the Arts, Hallwalls and the ISP have collabo-

rated to annually award residencies in NYC to an artist from Western or Central New York.

Wilson examines aggression and violence as they manifest themselves in the activity of

children's play. In Playing War, Marion Wilson has constructed a medieval arms and armor

room for toddlers, including infant-sized helmets, small cast bronze guns, and a cast bronze

horse and chariot. This body of work has grown in part out of watching young boys-in both

her life and the culture at large-and their early fascination with weaponry and war.

The exhibition will be accompanied by an illustrated brochure with an essay by Bill Arning

Up Front in the Café:

The Negotiated Construction Project
On View April 17 through May 14, 1999

The Negotiated Construction Project is an architectural extension of a Surrealist game called

Exquisite Corpse. To play the game, an artist would make a drawing on a portion of

a sheet of paper, fold the sheet down so only the edge of the drawing was visible to the

second and subsequent players. The images produced by means of this technique made little

or no sense, thus allowing the Surrealists to bypass "the circuits of knowledge" and uncover

the unconscious.

Under the guidance of Professors Jean LaMarche, Kevin Connors, Ed Smart,

Shahin Vassigh, and teaching assistant Elizabete Moreira, UB architecture students have

reinvented this game in three dimensions. Instead of connecting the lines of a drawing, the

participants attempt to create connections between individually designed "cubes," creating
the fortuitous accidental meetings of the Exquisite Corpse game. The Negotiated
Construction Project provides a literal and igurative framework for new spatial and material

conditions, i.e., for new concepts about the nature, purpose, and experience of architecture.
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Saturday May 8 ° 7:30 p.m.
World Premiere Screening
Mr: Sherbette's Garden

"...Because, you never know what you'll get when you stick

something in the dirt."

(Video, 1999, 30 min.)
Continuous screenings from 8 p.m.

Free Admission, Free Eats, Cash Bar

Bill LaMagna and Gordon Ballard first conceived this commercial TV pilot after their
`

collaboration with David Butler on three O#Beat Cinema appearances.

Soon thereafter, the trio formed Fertile Minds and produced Mn Sherbette's Garden.

Writer Bill LaMagna has created a comic spoof of gardening shows that stars Ballard as

"Edwin Sherbette." Edwin's heartfelt, yet quirky, attempts at informing the audience are con-

stantly foiled by a bizarre cast of characters including the food dumping neighbor Mrs.

Schmelmacher and Edwin's militant mother (both played by Butler), and the obnoxious

foul-mouthed mailman (played by Kevin Coady). These three short episodes were shot in

Ballard's award-winning backyard garden by Hallwalls' own Technical Director

Chris Borkowski, and also features the talents of Anne Hartley Pfohl, Tom Bachwitz,
Mike Sealy, and David Gray as the Smelly Bum. A particularly humorous selection of out-

takes will be shown after each screening.
For more information call Fertile Minds at 885-3506.

ISP Residency Recipients Announced
Hallwalls is pleased to announce that the recipients for this year's International Studio

Program (ISP) residencies are Mary Lum (Alfred, NY) and Scott McCarney (Rochester,
NY). 30 artists from throughout Western and Central New York applied for the two,

three-month, funded residencies in NYC. Lum is currently working on the reinterpretation of

existing structures through painting, collage, installation, and text. Recent exhibitions include

Artist/Author, a traveling exhibition organized by the American Federation for the Arts in

NYC, and Obsession at Nexus Contemporary Arts Center in Atlanta. McCarney has been

using and modifying the book form in his work since he graduated from Visual Studies

Workshop in Rochester. Recent exhibitions include The Art of the Book at the Society for

Contemporary Crafts in Pittsburgh, and Legible Forms: Contemporary Scuiptural Books,

a traveling exhibition organized by the International Sculpture Center in Washington, DC.

We anticipate offering this program again in 2000. Please keep an eye out for your Hallwalls

calendar for application information in January 2000. This program has been made possible

by the generous support of a Special Projects grant from the Visual Artists Program of the

New York State Council on the Arts (NYSCA), a state agency.

VOLUNTEERS We Need You for the

Artists & Models Affair 16:
Cantina at the Edge ot the Galaxy

 

Volunteers make this event possible, With your energy, experience, and your

countless hours of working tree otscharge this annual event can again be a success.

We have a list ofthe necessary volunteer functions for the event.

Call Polly Little today to volunteer. lt you have volunteered in the past and you have

ideas or comments about how we can improve on the event please call or email

Polly at Hallwalls as soon as you can so you can have the iob that you want; some

people have already signed up. Call soon before your busy life moves you to forget

to call us and volunteer. Can you recruit a friend? A never before Artists & Models

volunteer? lt so, you & your friend will receive a festival pass for Long Nights,

Bright Screens 2000 (our annual winter foreign film festival) good for all Thursday

night screenings during next .lanuary's lestlval.

Call Polly at 835-7362 or email her at hallwall@pce.net

Hallwalls is requesting proposals from independent curators and artists working in all

month long celebration featuring works by gay men and lesbians which is held at

Hallwalls and locations throughout Bullalo We are looking for proposals for visual arts

exhibitions lllm video performance and writing Deadline Ongoing

For visual artists and Independent curators send upto 20 slides (all labeled) artistic

resuméts) artists statements proposal (lor group exhibitions and installations) press

clippings and catalogues (optional) and SASE. For media and performance artists and

curators: upto 30 minutes of video artistic resuméls) artists statements proposal

(lor performance), press clippings and SASE. For literature: up to 20 pages ot manu-

script, artistic resumé(s), artists' statements, and SASE.

CALL FOR WORK: Ways in Being Gay 2000

media for the 7th hiannual Ways in Being Gayfestival in November tooo. Ways in is a
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Hallwalls Staff: Edmund Cardoni, Executive Director, Sara Kellner, Visual Arts Director,

Polly Little, Administrative Director, Margaret M. Smith, Director of Development, Public Relations,

& Performance, Chris Borkowski, Technical Director, Anne Borden & Jody Lafond, YIR Project

Coordinators, Kim McCullough, House Manager & Development Associate, Janine Trusello, House Manager.

Board ot' Directors 1999: Richard Mcka / President, Bruce Adams / Wee President, John Ryan / Treasurer,

Kathleen Hassan/ Secretary, Dorothy Bergman, Mary J .S. Davis, Alan Feller, Lucinda Finley, Eric Gansworth,

Jeffrey M. Goldfarb, William Graebner, Debbie Hill, Jamie Lembeck, Tom Saia, Catherine Linder Spencer,

Wendy Pierce, William Sidel, Donald Warfe

Assistants, Interns, & Volunteers: Faye Colosi (gallery), Conn Keogh (web design),
Wilson Lamar (admin./house), 'lim McPeek (development/p.r.), Jennifer Rozwood (gallery), Josey Zadoria (media),

Katie Kraus (gallery), Tom Smrtic (gallery), Steve Baczkowski (music).

 

Major support for the 1998-99 season has been

provided by the New York State Council on the Arts

- (NYSCA), a state agency; The Andy Warhol
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Directions: Hallwalls is located in North

Buffalo at 2495 Main Street, fourth floor, in

the Tri-Main Center, between Rodney and

Jewett. Entrance at rear of building on

Halbert. Take Metro Rail to Amherst station

and walk one block south, or take #8 Main

Street Metro Bus to Jewett. Parking:
Available on Halbert (lighted at night)

Hallwalls

2495 Main Street, Suite 425

Buffalo, New York 14214

Phone (716) 835-7362

Fax: (716) 835-7364

is free.

Gallery Hours:

Tuesday through Friday

from 11 am to 6 pm., during

events, and by appointment.
Admission to the gallery

Foundation forthe Visual Arts, County ofErie

Cultural Funding, the National Endowment for the

Arts (NEA), a federal agency, the Members of
Hallwalls, City ofBuffalo Cultural Funding,
Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo,
Lannan Foundation, Cultural Incentive Funding
Program (CIFP), ArtsLink Partnership,
Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation, Chase Manhattan

Bank, the County Initiative Program (CIP)

of the Arts Council in Buffalo & Erie County,
and generous donations from individuals

and local businesses.
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C
through May 14 ° Negotiated Construction Project

through June 25 - Phenotypology

through June 25 ° Playing War

JUNE UPCOMING

Artists & Models Affair 16

To be put on the Ha//wal/s mailing list call (716) 835-7362

Would you like to receive our monthly calendar by e-mail? We have an e-mai/ notification /ist

that keeps you advised about upcoming events, schedule changes, grant opportunities, calls for

work, and general announcements. E-mai/ us at haIlwalI@pce.net to let us know

The Main Ga//ery The Black 'n'B/ue Theatre and The Paul Sharits Cinema are available for

rental for private & community functions. For more information and details

cal/ Margaret Smith at 835-7362.
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